Locally compact products and coproducts in categories of topological groups Karl Heinrich Hofmann and Sidney A. Morris
In the category of locally compact groups not all families of groups have a product. Precisely which families do have a product and a description of the product is a corollary of the main theorem proved here. In the category of locally compact abelian groups a family {C; 3 € j} has a product if and only 3 if all but a finite number of the G. are of the form K . x D. , 3 3 3 where K. is a compact group and D. is a discrete torsion free 3 3 group. Dualizing identifies the families having coproducts in the category of locally compact abelian groups and so answers a question of Z. Semadeni.
It is well known that if C is the category of all topological groups
(hereinafter referred to as TopGp-6 ) , of all abelian topological groups, of all compact groups, or of all compact abelian groups with the morphisms being the continuous homomorphisms then,for any family {G.; j € j\ of 3 C C members of C , both the product ~| | * G. and the coproduct J | _ & •° 3 exist. However Semadeni [2, 3] notes that very little is known about coproducts (he could also have said products) in the category LCA of REMARKS. I t is not necessary to assume C i s a full subcategory of TopGpi in Proposition 1. I t suffices to assume that C has identity arrows, 0 arrows, and inclusion arrows.
The reader should be cautioned not to assume a piriori. t h a t , in proofs like the preceding and in the discussions which follow, the products we consider are defined on set theoretical cartesian products. TT G * TT G. 3 3 Proof. Let K be the kernel of the canonical map 0 of ~| \ G.
Let A be any member of C and / . , j € J\F , a family of f : II G. into "| f G. such that p .f = pr . , for each j € J . Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that ~| \ K. is 1 \ K. , and so i s compact. 
Proof. This follows immediately from t h e f a c t t h a t ~| f
C C K £ 1 f pr .(K) £ ~] f G. .,
